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AL FARIS becomes the first crane service provider in the Middle East region to take
delivery of Liebherr’s new rough terrain cranes
Al Faris has added another yet another feather to its cap with the addition of two new Liebherr Rough
Terrain Cranes to its fleet, becoming the first and only company in the region to purchase the Liebherr LRT
1090-2.1 and LRT 1100-2.1 RTCs and introduce them to the Middle East.
These are the new generation RTCs from Liebherr, which deliver maximum safety, off-road capability,
performance and flexibility. RTCs are in demand in several regions of the world, such as here in the Middle
East, and Liebherr is manufacturing them after many years owing to industry demand.
In an industry where safety standards are of utmost concern, these two new LRTs have the highest lifting
capacities with added safety features due to Liebherr’s special features, such as VarioBase technology,
safe access points and a flat deck. A unique feature of the cranes is that they have a 360-degree slewing
range that allows unlimited turning. Both the cranes feature superb all- terrain manoeuvrability. Moreover,
their ergonomic design makes them comfortable and practical for operators, ensuring better application in
lifting operations and faster crane set-up time.
Liebherr adds that VarioBase also provides greater flexibility on job-sites. As a result of the increased
lifting capacities when hoisting over the supports, the crane can hoist loads normally reserved for the next
higher crane class.
As a comprehensive crane service provider, Al Faris will be providing qualified crane operators to its
customers and also taking care of maintenance. Our operators have undergone Liebherr specific training
by the manufacturer’s competent product trainers, and so have our engineers, technicians, and all our
service and maintenance teams. We have a state-of-the-art facility in Dubai for service and maintenance,
with qualified technicians working to international standards. So, our customers can rest assured that our
cranes will be performing in peak condition.
Our customers will prefer these cranes due to their added safety, faster set-up and economical
performance, resulting in cost savings. Al Faris is proud to be the first and, so far, the only company to
offer these new Liebherr cranes to customers in the Middle East.
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